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Introduction
• Olamide pronounce ( Ohlameday) Coker (her/she)

• Counselor, North Hennepin Community College

• Migrated from Lagos, Nigeria, West Africa

• All but Dissertation, St. Mary’s University of Minnesota –
Phenomenological Study of the workplace experiences of 
Millennials of color in higher education/corporate/non-profit

• Masters in Counseling Student Personnel with an emphasis in 
Mental Health counseling at Minnesota State University, 
Mankato 

• Bachelors in Clinical Psychology at Minnesota State University, 
Mankato 



Presentation Outline
• Brief Introduction
• Introduction activity
• Goals and Objectives
• Definition of terms
• Overview
• Activity 
• Case conceptualization
• Information on Millennial groups 
• Q &A 



Introduction
• Drawing activity: Draw a picture of you at 8years old, 16 years old , 28 

years old and now! 

• Next to the picture, write your intended major/career ( what you will like 
to be when you grow up) at the different ages

• Form a group of 3 and share!

• Group discussion: 
1.What did you notice

2.What messages did you receive about the occupation/career/major growing up

3.How has your sexual orientation, age, race, SES affected your career choices? 



Today’s Goals and 
Objectives

•To create space and facilitate discussion regarding 
career development support for minority 
millennials 



Terms
• Millennials: a person reaching young adulthood in the early 21st century.

• Millennials of Color: a person reaching young adulthood in the early 21st century who is not 
white or of European parentage.

• Eurocentric Norms: reflecting a tendency to interpret the world in terms of European or 
Anglo-American values and experiences

• Immigrants Millennials:  an immigrant is any person who lives in a country other than their 
country of birth.

• Native Americans Millennials: a member of any of the indigenous peoples of North, Central, 
and South America who is reaching young adulthood in the early 21st century

• African-American Millennials : (also referred to as Black Americans or Afro-Americans) are 
an ethnic group of Americans with total or partial ancestry from any of the black racial groups 
of Africa.

• LGBTQ Millennials : The letters LGBTQIA refer to lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, queer or questioning, intersex, and asexual or allied. 

• Women : millennial women—defined here as those aged 16–34 in 2013

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Acculturation occurs when immigrants migrate into the new culture of the United States and adopt the values, beliefs, and practices of the dominant (American) culture. At the same time, immigrants often decide to maintain aspects of their own ethnic identity, home language, and cultural practices (Hernandez, Cohen, & Garcia, 2011; Siatkowski, 2007) and to transmit these to their children. Passing : some aspects of identity are not so evident that they need to be suppressed by passing; they simply need to be temporarily covered.Covered:  Covering practices help alleviate organizational discomfort and help maintain the separation of self-identify and social perception.Goffman distinguishes the difference between passing and covering by pointing out that passing relates to the visibility of a trait, while covering relates to its prominence.



Terms 
• Acculturation : occurs when immigrants migrate into the new culture of the United States 

and adopt the values, beliefs, and practices of the dominant (American) culture. At the same 
time, immigrants often decide to maintain aspects of their own ethnic identity, home language, 
and cultural practices 

• Enculturation : the gradual acquisition of the characteristics and norms of a culture or group 
by a person, another culture, etc.

• Covered : Covering practices help alleviate organizational discomfort and help maintain the 
separation of self-identify and social perception.

• Passing :  some aspects of identity are not so evident that they need to be suppressed by 
passing; they simply need to be temporarily covered.

• Latino and Hispanic Millennials : Hispanic" is a different term that refers to persons that 
speak Spanish natively, or have Spanish-speaking ancestry, while "Latino" is more frequently 
used to refer generally to anyone of Latin American origin or ancestry, which includes 
Brazilians..

• Asian American Millennials : Asian Americans are Americans of Asian ancestry. The term 
refers to a pan ethnic group that includes diverse populations, which have ancestral origins in 
East Asia, South Asia, or Southeast Asia, as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau.

• Disabled Millennials : The ADA defines a person with a disability as a person who has a 
physical or mental impairment that substantially limits one or more major life activity. This 
includes people who have a record of such an impairment, even if they do not currently have a 
disability. It also includes individuals who do not have a disability but are regarded as having a 
disability.
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Presentation Notes
Acculturation occurs when immigrants migrate into the new culture of the United States and adopt the values, beliefs, and practices of the dominant (American) culture. At the same time, immigrants often decide to maintain aspects of their own ethnic identity, home language, and cultural practices (Hernandez, Cohen, & Garcia, 2011; Siatkowski, 2007) and to transmit these to their children. Passing : some aspects of identity are not so evident that they need to be suppressed by passing; they simply need to be temporarily covered.Covered:  Covering practices help alleviate organizational discomfort and help maintain the separation of self-identify and social perception.Goffman distinguishes the difference between passing and covering by pointing out that passing relates to the visibility of a trait, while covering relates to its prominence.



Overview
• The utilization of personal experiences, affirmation of students’ cultural 

background  are effective during career counseling

• Factors such as SES, race, sexual orientation, immigration status play a role in 
millennials’ career choices

• Minority millennials have additional stressors that often go unnoticed yet are 
seen on social media and news outlet daily

• By the year 2025, millennials will comprise 75% of the U.S. workforce and will 
peak in 2036 at 82.1 million (Fry, 2016; Pew Research Center, 2010)

• What does acculturation and biculturalism mean for millennials of color ?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
By the year 2025, millennials will comprise 75% of the U.S. workforce , if they are the most diverse generation, I think it is imperative that we career development professionals prepare them for the future ahead! Acculturation: adoption/adaption to new cultural patterns when different culture, ethnic or racial groups come in contact with each other Enculturation: centered on the maintainence of one’s own culture as a result of this cultural contact or independent of it . Acculturation meaning : Biculturalism meaning : having or combining the cultural attitudes and customs of two nations, peoples, or ethnic groups.



Overview
• Heightened socio-political climate

• The impact of “Eurocentric norms” on minority 
students’ career development 

• Advocate for lost voices in career development 
processes

• Career sociopolitical consciousness advocate

• Culturally relevant career development support



Entitled, 

Achieving, Confident, Conventional 

Pressured, Sheltered ,job-hopping, 

inflated-ego, selfie-sensational 

youngsters

Presenter
Presentation Notes
What does this mean for Millennials of Color? �Seems like a generalization yet somewhat true?�Minority Millennials deal with everyday micro aggression, racism and discriminationMembers of this generation too are more likely than others before them to hold a position that all ethnic/racial heritages should be respected, counted, and acknowledged (Espinoza, 2012)



Millennials 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Millennials are 33% larger than baby boomer generation (Coomes & DeBard,2004,p.13) ��In the United States alone, Millennials are about 90 million strong, better educated than their parents and grandparents, typically more socially liberal in their attitudes on a wide range of topics, including cultural diversity, same sex marriage, interracial marriage, marijuana legalization, economic inequality and the poor, social justice concerns, gender equality, and environmental issues including minimizing one’s carbon foot print. In many respects, millennials have been the beneficiaries of the multicultural education fostered by earlier advocates for a multicultural society beginning with educational reforms that called for greater inclusion of diverse cultures and histories in the school curriculum.



Millennials





African-American Millennials
• Millennial descriptions and experiences does NOT apply 

• Lack of access to STEAM careers

• Gender gap amongst college educated African American millennials

• Sharp disparities in education attainment (Brookings.edu) 

• Learn about clients’ diverse cultural backgrounds 

• Coping with implicit bias and micro aggressions

• Impact of everyday racism on career choices ( Police officer and 
education )

• Provide financial support to parents and family members

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, the weight of empirical evidence on Millennial college students describes this generation as a monolithic group, whose experiences are much more similar than differentAA WOMEN have more college degrees than men Micro-aggressions are defined as, “Brief and commonplace daily verbal, behavioral, and environmental indignities, whether intentional or unintentional, that communicate hostile, derogatory, or negative racial, gender, sexual-orientation, and religious slights and insults to the target person or group” (Sue, 2010, p. 5). 



Latino and Hispanic 
Millennials 

• 53 million Latinos in the United States

• United States is the second largest Spanish-speaking country with 
the average age of 27 years

• Latinos will make up 74% of the labor force by 2020

• Latinos have the largest number of entrants into the workforce as 
of 2017

• Latinos will make up 29% of income growth



Latino and Hispanic 
Millennials 

• About $1.3 trillion in buying power

• Underrepresented in professional and leadership roles across the U.S

• 32% of Hispanics are employed in lower categories of construction, 
maintenance, and transportation

• Latinos develop bicultural with commitment and knowledge of American 
culture and the culture of their ethnic heritage.

• Provide financial support to parents and family members



LGBTQI Millennials 

New GLAAD study reveals 20% of 
millennials identify as LGBTQI

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Accelerating Acceptance 2017 survey shows that Millennials (people ages 18-34) are significantly more likely to openly identify as LGBTQ than generations before them. Specifically, Millennials are more than twice as likely (20% vs. 7%) to identify as LGBTQ than the Boomer generation (people ages 52-71) and two-thirds (20% vs. 12%) more likely than Generation X (people ages 35-51).The survey also found that 12% of Millennials identify as transgender or gender non-conforming, meaning they do not identify with the sex they were assigned at birth or their gender expression is different from conventional expectations of masculinity and femininity -- doubling the number of transgender and gender non-conforming people reported by Generation X (6%).



LGBTQI Millennials
• Case Conceptualization 

• It's a typical day in University College's career -development center. Students are pouring in for career 
planning sessions with hopes of leaving prepared to conquer the world of work. Then, in walks David Flynn, 
a bisexual junior majoring in business management. David is an active member of Pride, the lesbian, gay, 
bisexual, transgender, and questioning (LGBTQ) student organization. David has a resume drafted but 
makes an appointment to see Veronica, a career planning specialist, to find ways to incorporate his study-
abroad coursework. Veronica gives David several tips on how to strategically construct his resume, and 
makes him seem even more appealing on paper than he is in person. Just before their session ends, 
Veronica notices Pride listed as one of David's leadership activities. She cautiously explains to David that 
while hiring discrimination is illegal, it still occurs within some organizations. David learns that any 
personally identifiable information on his resume may be used as a reason for rejection. In fear of missing 
out on an employment opportunity, David opts to remove Pride from his resume. David's decision and 
career center experience represents the job-search process for many LGBTQ college students across the 
country.

Discussion question: 

• Was Veronica’s response ethical?

• How can David incorporate his leadership activities into his resume?

• If you were Veronica’s supervisor, what feedback would you give Veronica? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Individuals in minority groups are forced to suppress parts of their identities not accepted by the society in the workplace. Ultimately, the notion of abnormality leaves members of the LGBTQ community to choose between covering or being categorized as abnormal.



Case Conceptualization 
• As a career development professional,  I want you to think about how you 

would respond to this scenario

• How has your country of origin impacted your career choices?

• “ I moved to Minnesota when I was eight years old from Nigeria. I speak three different 

languages. When I got accepted into Mango College, I was beyond elated! During freshman 

orientation, I met with my academic counselor. She asked if I had chosen a major, I responded 

that I was thinking about Law. My academic counselor told me that I should perhaps think 

about another major because of my accent. She said since English wasn’t my first language it 

will be difficult for someone with my thick accent to study law. She suggested human services 

as a suitable major for immigrants”



Asian American 
and 

Pacific Islanders Millennials 
• Model Minority Myth- impact on career development process 

of AAPI client

• Asian-American studies in higher education curriculum

• Influence on social media culture

• Higher use of social media and various forms of technology 
than other races

Presenter
Presentation Notes
‘model minority myth,’’ which stereotypes AAPIs, especially East Asians, as hardworking, problem free, over-achievers Li and Wang (2008)��



Disabled Millennials 

• A third of millennials have a disability 

• Passage of ADA’s impact on career development

• Access to mental health diagnosis

• Millennials are more likely to report that a have a mental health 
condition about 42%

• Assumptions about disability 

• More individuals with disability ( fear of discrimination)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ADA : First, Millennials are the first generation whose education largely began after the passage of the Americans with Disabilities Act in 1990. Thanks to ADA-mandated support and accessibility in schools and in their communities, more people with disabilities are completing college than ever before.



Immigrant Millennial 

• Children of immigrants about 15% were born in 
foreign countries

• Assimilation impact on career development process

• Values oriented

• Socio-political climate 

• Advocacy



Native American and Indigenous 
Millennials

• Norm battle
• Community centered vs. Individual centered perspectives
• Acknowledge the differences in worldview 
• High school to community colleges pathway
• Most millennial indigenous students complete education to 

serve their communities
• Open and receptive to learning 
• Impact of role models on Indigenous millennials’ personal 

and professional development
• Low enrollment in colleges and universities
• Opportunity to learn more about this population

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Millennials in Native American communities are confronted with two ‘norms’. There is the norm of their parents and grandparents that follow traditional Indian religions and live in an often despairing environment. Then there is also the norm of a materialistic Western youth culture, that mindset of ‘it’s all about me, whatever makes me happy’.High school to community college pathway: many more Indigenous students attend2-year institutions and require financial aid as compared with White students (NCES,2005a,2005b). These conditions are made worse because most states with large populations of Indigenous students are economically poor—Montana, the Dakotas, and states in the Southwest, for example—so Native students are often encouraged through admission requirements and financial aid policies to attend2-year institutions because they are less expensive than their4-year counterparts.��



Indigenous Millennials

• Boarding School 

• Tribal Colleges & Universities ( Native American Millennials )

• Native American Millennial identity 

• Knowledge of the culture

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BOARDING School: era formally began in the1800s, the resulting generational trauma lingers today (Hill,1992). Many grandparents and parents of Native American Millennial students attended a boarding school. By design, the purpose of Native American schooling was to remove the communal and familial strengths of Native communities (Adams,1988),to assimilate, and to force this population to replace Indigenous values with White values (such as individuality and competitiveness) in an effort to gain land (Adams,1995; Carney,1999; Deyhle & Swisher,1997). Boarding school students worked many hours in hard labor, were taught rudimentary academic skills, engaged in Bible study, and were given vocational training.Native American Millennial identity: Native American Millennial students must negotiate the college way ofbeing with their own indigenous way of being while maintaining their cul-tural integrity. Family was often reported as the reason to further an educa-tion and a major support while gaining that education. ����



What do Millennials want in 
their Careers? 

• Respect for diversity
• Flexibility 
• Ethics 
• Advocacy
• Openness and transparency 
• Career growth Sense of Belonging
• Sense of Competency = self-actualization 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Maslow’s Hierachy : Especially in times of transition, such as the college-to-work transition, finding belongingness at an individual's place of work can providemuch needed support in the lives of workers (Wendlandt & Rochlen, 2008).Sense of Competency: Since work life is such an investment of time and effort, being aware and reflectingon competencies makes it much more motivating to wake up early each morning and work 40 ormore hours each week. Feeling competent at work can enhance a person's self-esteem, which canimpact many additional aspects in life.



Minority Millennials sources 
of Career information

• Faculty and college courses
• Job and Internship
• Family 
• Social media
• Friends
• Career center and career counselor



Implications for Career Development 
Professionals 

• Anglo- capitalistic culture

• Career suggestions for Minority Millennials

• Enculturation-acculturation impact on career trajectory of Millennials 

• Experience and challenges associated with being a Minority millennial in the workplace

• Benefits of being bilingual 

• Biculturalism Vs. Cosmopolitanism

• Impact of cosmopolitanism on career development

• Job interviews and resume support (Gerdeman,2017) 

• Trainings on Implicit bias and micro aggressions

• Career assessment bias ( Strengths finder, strong interest inventories and Myers Briggs) 

• Bring authentic self to work “Covering”

• Advocacy for marginalized population during job search process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
American corporations have typically had an Anglo-capitalistic cultural makeup that includes a mind-set of controlling one’s destiny, speaking and bragging about one’s strengths, successes, and a mentality of “look what I bring to the organization.Enculturation-acculturation impact on career trajectory of Millennials successful acculturation is the ability to function in a manner that is congruent with the values, beliefs, customs, behaviors, and language of both the ethnic and host culturetoday’s millennials identifying strongly with their ethnic heritage are also more oriented toward biculturalism and finding ways to present themselves as an ethnic person through their life style choices while also showing that they are American. There are also interesting studies (Morales & Hanson, 2005) showing how millennials use their bicultural/bilingual skills to translate for their parents and the process by which they transition their elders into the American mainstream.Biculturalism Vs. CosmopolitanismToday, because of globalization, technology, and ease of racial/ethnic/cultural border crossings, people are expressing feelings of multiple identities and belonging while holding firm to a heritage identity especially when they experience micro-aggressions and/or discrimination against their heritage group.In this new world of cosmopolitanism, the view is that every culture possesses elements that are valuable while also pointing to a diminishing loyalty to any single culture orientation. a recent article that highlighted a study where minorities “whitened” their resumes and had a better chance to get an interview (Gerdeman, 2017).Employer callbacks for resumes that were whitened fared much better in the application pile than those that included ethnic information, even though the qualifications listed were identical. Twenty-five percent of black candidates received callbacks from their whitened resumes, while only 10 percent got calls when they left ethnic details intact. Among Asians, 21 percent got calls if they used whitened resumes, whereas only 11.5 percent heard back if they sent resumes with racial references. LGTBQ Memmbers 40% less chance of receiving a response back from potential emplyerKenji Yoshino, author of Covering: The Hidden Assault on Our Civil Rights, defines covering as a strategy of assimilation used to "tone down a disfavored identity to fit into the mainstream.



Implications for Career Development 
Professionals

• For LGBTQ clients, consider identity development prior to providing career development 
advise

• Educate minority millennial clients on the pros and cons of listing race/sex identity (a way of 
weeding out hostile environment)

• Question to ponder upon: "Have I encouraged my students/clients to hide their sexual 
/gender/racial identity?

• Cass's Model of Homosexual Identity Formation

• Listening, honest rapport and transparency

• In-depth disclosure on identity disclosure

• Economic crisis of 2008/2009 on millennials’ career development process

• More research needs to be done on other Millennials of color

• The median wealth of white households is thirteen times the median wealth of black 
households. In addition, the most recent housing bust is estimated to have wiped out half of 
the collective wealth of black families a setback of two generations.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If at some point during the interview, the student can tell that his or her sexual orientation is at odds with employer or workplace views, there is enough reason to pull out of the interview process. This is a great notion to reference, but it is also important for counselors to remember that, ultimately, the decision has to be made by the student.Cass's Model of Homosexual Identity Formation:  	STAGE 1: Identity Confusion – 	STAGE 2: Identity Comparison	STAGE 3: Identity Tolerance	STAGE 4: Identity Acceptance	STAGE 5: Identity PrideApplication of basic counseling techniques: establish honest rapport and transparency
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